Abstract. ]Komogeneous wave guide theory is used to derive dispersion curves, vertical pressure distributions, and synthetic baregrams for atmospheric waves. A complicated mode structure is found involving both gravity and acoustic waves. Various models of the atmosphere are studied to explore seasonal and geographic effects on pulse propagation. The influence of different zones in the atmosphere on the character of the baregrams is studied. It is found that the first arriving waves are controlled by the properties of the lower atmospheric channel. Comparison of theoretical results and experimental data from large thermonuclear explosions is made in the time an,d frequency domains, and the following conclusions are reached: (1) The major features on baregrams are due to dispersion; (2) superposition of severM modes is needed to explain observed features; (3) scatter of d•t• outside the range permitted by extreme atmospheric models shows the influence of winds for Ax; wind effects and higher modes are less important for A• waves. A discussion is included on atmospheric terminations and how these affect dispersion curves.
INTRODUCTION
Interest in the problem of the propagation of a pulse in the atmosphere began when worldwide pressure disturbances were observed in connection with the explo,sion of the volcano Krakatoa in 1883. The great Siberian meteorite of 1908 provided additional data which were used in attempts to correlate observations with theories of pulse propagation. These studies were prompted by a desire to account for the velocity of the pulse, to explain its peculiar signature, and to see if evidence could be found from progressive waves which would shed some light on the existence of free oscillations of the atmosphere. A mode of free oscillations having a period close to 12 solar hours is required by the resonance theory of the solar atmospheric fide. The atmospheric pulse was of further interest in that it could provide information concerning the structure of the atmosphere. (For a summary of early papers see Wilkes [1949] .) Interest in this problem was renewed with the detonation of thermonuclear bombs in the atmosphere. These 'megaton'-class explosions excited long atmospheric waves and provided data from a world-wide net of sensitive baregraphs [Yamomoto, 1956 [Yamomoto, , 1957 With the advent of the high-speed digital computer it became possible to obtain numerical solutions for a more realistic atmospheric model. In addition, the structure of the atmosphere is sufficiently well known from rocket soundings and satellite observations so that it is now not a significant variable of the problem. Major emphasis is therefore no longer placed on deducing the structure of the atmosphere, but on using a reasonably well known structure to explain the significant features observed on the baregrams.
In this paper we present numerical solutions for the homogeneous problem of wave propagation in which the atmosphere is considered as a two-dimensional wave guide. Phase and group velocity dispersion curves a. nd vertical pressure distributions are numerically evaluated for a number of modes and are discussed in terms of atmospheric structure. A comparison is made between observations a•d theory in both the frequency and the time domain. The inhomogeneous problem, in which the source and atmospheric excitation functions are also included, will be treated in a following paper by the second author.
Our procedure will be to represent the complex vertical temperature structure of the atmosphere by a large number of isothermal layers. The solution to the equation of motion for each layer takes a particularly simple form.
Boundary conditions at each interface and the characteristic equation for the multilayered wave guide are cast in a matrix formulation suggested by Haskell [1953] which is particularly suited for programming on a digital computer. In practice, 20 to 40 layers are sufficient to obtain an adequate approximation of the real atmosphere. This approach is similar to that of Pfeifer and Zarichny [1962] , but our conclusions differ somewhat from theirs. Yamomoto [1957] and Hunt, Palmer, and Penney [1960] also used an isothermal layer representation, but they limited themselves to only a few layers.
Although the latter authors were in error in their formulation of the interface boundary conditions, much of their discussion is still useful in elucidating the nature of the atmospheric pulse.
TI-IEOR¾ AND •U1VIERICAL METI-IODS
The linearized equations of motion for a constant velocity layer in a horizontally stratified atmosphere are given by [Pekeris, 1948] For gm : 0 the am matrix reduces to a form equivalent to the nongravitating liquid-layer matrix given by Dorman [1962] in his discussion of elastic wave propagation in layered wave guides.
The conditions for continuity of w and p•. at interfaces and the connection between layers described by (11) together enable us to write the following matrix relation Figure 2 shows the ARDC atmosphere together with several modifications for which dispersion curves were also computed. These models were designed to study the influence of different regions of the atmosphere on the character of the disturbance. Thus the effect o.f the upper or lower channel is studied separately by removing these channels entirely, leaving the remalning portions untouched.
To explore seasonal and geographic influences we use other ARI)C models as shown in Figure  3 . We might expect that the models for the arctic winter and tropical atmospheres repre- (Figure 6 ) which are sensitive to the properties of the atmosphere above 100 km. However, hydromagnetic effects, not considered here, would probably play an important role in determining the character of these waves. Weston [1961] raises certain objections to isothermal layer models. He points out that, despite the fact that the energy is bounded, the particle motions diverge with increasing elevation in the half-space, thus violating the smallmotion assumption. By exploring various methods of terminating the atmosphere, some of which do not contain half-spaces, we have found major segments of dispersion curves which are independent of the atmosphere above about 100 curves. In a following paper the second author will compare actual barograms with synthetic ones on the basis of the more complete inhomogeneous theory in which source and excitation functions are taken into account. Amplitude as well as group-frequency characteristics will be compared.
